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Abstract. To provide better insight in bone modeling and remodeling
around implants, information is extracted using different imaging tech-
niques. Two types of data used in this project are 2D histological images
and 3D SRµCT (synchrotron radiation-based computed microtomogra-
phy) volumes. To enable a direct comparison between the two modalities
and to bypass the time consuming and difficult task of manual annotation
of the volumes, registration of these data types is desired.
In this paper, we present two 2D–3D intermodal rigid-body registration
methods for the mentioned purpose. One approach is based on Simu-
lated Annealing (SA) while the other uses Chamfer Matching (CM).
Both methods use Normalized Mutual Information for measuring the
correspondence between an extracted 2D-slice from the volume and the
2D histological image whereas the latter approach also takes the edge
distance into account for matching the implant boundary. To speed up
the process, part of the computations are done on the Graphic Processing
Unit.
The results show that the CM-approach provides a more reliable registra-
tion than the SA-approach. The registered slices with the CM-approach
correspond visually well to the histological sections, except for cases
where the implant has been damaged.

1 Introduction

With an aging and increasingly osteoporotic population, bone implants are be-
coming more important to ensure the quality of life. We aim to improve the
understanding of the mechanisms of implant integration. This involves study-
ing the regeneration of bone-tissue in the proximity of an implant. Histomor-
phometrical data (bone to implant contact and bone area in the proximity
of the implant) are today extracted from histologically stained undecalcified
cut and ground sections of the implants, imaged using traditional microscope
(see Fig. 1b). However, we foresee that combining information obtained with a
number of different techniques will help to gain further understanding of the
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. (a) Visualization of an SRµCT volume (b) Histological section (c) Illustration
of the implant, regenerated bone, a possible slice (IV ), the volume (V ) and the implant
symmetry axis (ISA)

integration of biomaterials; we combine the traditional 2D data with acquired
3D SRµCT (synchrotron radiation-based computed microtomography) data (see
Fig. 1a). Comparing bone area measurements obtained on the 2D sections with
bone volumes obtained on the 3D reconstructed volumes are of immediate in-
terest.

For the 2D histological sections, a ground truth can be obtained by experts
segmenting the images. However, manual annotation is very time consuming and
difficult for the volumes due to lack of histological information. This obstacle
can be bypassed by finding a slice in the volume which corresponds to the 2D
histological image, for which ground truth exists and is easier analyzed. Doing
so will also enable a direct comparison of estimates from the two modalities.

In this work we present a method for registering 2D histological images of
bone implants with corresponding 3D SRµCT volumes. In the following section
we describe previous work in this field. In Sect. 4 we describe two developed
methods and in Sect. 5 we evaluate these methods. The registration results are
shown in Sect. 6. Finally, in Sect. 7 we discuss the results and validation of the
methods.

2 Background

Image registration is the task of finding a geometrical transformation to align
two images. In the rigid body case, the transformation includes rotation and
translation. Medical image registration methodology and various methods are
described in [1] and [2]. The diversity in modalities has during the past 20 years
caused a need for intermodal and interdimensional registration. A common 2D–
3D registration task is registering CT with X-ray flouroscopy [3–7]. We focus our
interest on registration of SRµCT volumes with histologically stained microscopy
images, which has, to the best of our knowledge, not gained much attention.

The methods for registration are in [2] classified as Point-based methods,
Surface-based methods and Intensity-based methods. Intensity-based registra-
tion finds a transformation which maximizes a similarity measure. A number
of works use Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [8]. A reason for NMI’s
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popularity is its ability to measure the amount of information the two images
have in common independently of their modality. An overview of works on NMI-
based registration is found in [9]. Commonly used algorithms for finding the
sought-after transformation involves Simulated Annealing (SA) [10], Genetic
Algorithms [11], Powell’s Method (PM) [12]. In [13], Lundqvist evaluates PM
and SA for registration and shows that SA performs better than PM. Another
registration method is Chamfer Matching (CM) introduced by Tenenbaum et

al. [14]. As the method requires pre-segmentation, it is suitable for tasks where
segmentation of the objects of interest is easily performed. It is shown in [15]
that CM is feasible and efficient for CT and PET lung image registration.

Registration of large 3D volumes has long been a cumbersome task. When
implemented on CPU, extracting a slice with arbitrary angle and translation
from a volume is a time-consuming task. This operation is executed frequently
in this registration process. However, the rapidly growing texture memory on
graphics cards over the past decade has made it possible to perform operations
on large 3D-volumes on their programmable Graphics Processing Unit, GPU.
These processors, having a parallel and pipelined architecture, provide compu-
tational advantages over traditional CPUs [16]. A number of works have taken
advantage of the computational power of GPU. They mainly use the GPU-power
for creation of Digitally Reconstructed Radiograph (DDR) [5, 6, 17]. Köhn et

al. [18] presents a 2D–3D rigid registration on GPU based on regularized gra-
dient flow. In this work, we utilize the GPU for extracting 2D slices from a 3D
volume, which outperforms the CPU implementation by more than an order of
magnitude.

3 Materials and Imaging

Pure titanium screws (diam. 2.2 mm, length 3 mm) are inserted in femur condyle
region of 12 w. old rats for 4 weeks. Eight condyles are after retrieval immersed
in fixative and embedded in resin. All samples are imaged with the SRµCT
device of the GKSS1 at beamline W2 using a photon energy of 50 keV. The
tomographic scans are acquired with the axis of rotation placed near the border
of the detector, and with 1440 equally stepped radiograms obtained between
0◦and 360◦. Before reconstruction combination of the projection of 0◦– 180◦ and
180◦– 360◦are built. A filtered back projection algorithm is used to obtain the
3D data of X-ray attenuation for the samples. The field of view of the X-ray
detector is set to 6.76 mm × 4.51 mm (width × height) with a pixel size of 4.40
µm showing a measured spatial resolution of about 10.9 µm.

After the SRµCT-imaging, the samples are divided in the mid region (longi-
tudinal direction of the screws). One undecalcified section with the implant in

situ of 10µm is prepared from approximately the mid portion of each sample [19]
(a possible section is illustrated in Fig. 1c). The section is routinely stained in a
mixture of Toluidine blue and pyronin G, resulting in various shades of purple

1 Gesellschaft fur Kernenergieverwertung in Schiffbau und Schiffahrt mbH at HASY-
LAB, DESY, in Hamburg, Germany
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stained bone tissue and light-blue stained soft tissue components. Finally, sam-
ples are imaged in a light-microscope, generating color images with a pixel size
of 9.17µm (see Fig. 1b).

4 Registration

The task of registration in this work is to find a slice IV extracted from the
SRµCT volume V , such that IV is most similar to the 2D histological image,
IH . IV is extracted using a function, T (V, p) which returns a slice from V given
by the parameter of p = (x, y, z, φ, θ, γ), where (x, y, z) are the translations of
the slice in each axis and (φ, θ, γ) the rotations about the axes. The function T
is implemented on the GPU by means of OpenGL 3D textures.

In total, the parameter space has six degrees of freedom. As the search space
is too large for finding a globally optimal solution, we search for a good solution,
i.e., an IV highly similar to IH . Two approaches are evaluated for this purpose;
Chamfer Matching (CM) and Simulated Annealing (SA), described in Sect. 4.2
and 4.3 respectively.

4.1 Similarity Measures

Measurement of the similarity between IV and IH is a principal part of the regis-
tration process. The CM-approach uses the edge distance (ED) given in [20], for
measuring the dissimilarity of the implant edges of IV and IH . It is calculated as:

ED(Id, Ie) =
√

1

ne

∑

I2

dIe, where Id is the distance transformed edge image of

the segmented implant in IH , Ie the binary edge image of the segmented implant
in IV , and ne is the number of edge pixels. A perfect match implies ED = 0.
In addition to ED, NMI is also used by the presented CM-approach to measure
the similarity of the bone tissue regions. It is calculated as

NMI(IV , IH) =

∑g
i=1

HH(i) log HH(i) +
∑g

j=1
HV (j) log HV (j)

∑g
i=1

∑g
j=1

HV H(i, j) log HV H(i, j),
(1)

where HV H is the joint histogram of IV and IH , HV and HH their marginal
histograms respectively, and g the number of grayscale levels. A perfect regis-
trations implies NMI = 2. The SA-approach uses NMI only.
In order to apply the NMI similarity measure, the histological color images are
transformed to grayscale equivalents. The commonly used color to grayscale
transformations for natural images are based on human perception, where the
green channel has high influence, and are not suitable for this application. A
transformation that is adjusted to our purpose is derived as:
IH = IRGB

H [0.01 0.3 0.69]′. The chosen factors were empirically shown to give
a high similarity value for a slice aligned to the 2D histological image and low
similarity value for a miss-aligned slice.
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4.2 Chamfer Matching Approach

Our CM-approach (see Alg. 1), proceeds from the hierarchical CM-method pro-
posed by Borgefors [20]. It is divided into two steps; firstly, a slice that minimizes
ED is found by chamfer matching. Secondly the sought-after registered slice is
found by rotating the implant about the axis of the matched implant to maximize
NMI.

The implant is well distinguishable in both V and IH and easily segmented by
thresholding. A Euclidean distance transform is applied on the edge image of the
segmented implant in IH . The edge image is computed as the inner 4-connected
contour of the segmented implant. In [20], a hierarchical structure is suggested
to reduce the computational load. However, as our method is GPU-accelerated,
rather than having a resolution hierarchy, the resolution is kept constant but at
each hierarchy-level l, the step sizes ∆l

ν of parameter ν ∈ {x, y, z, φ, θ, γ} are
decreased to facilitate successive refinement of the matching.

The algorithm searches for a slice with minimum ED in a gradient descent
manner, see Alg. 1, where the neighborhood for each level, l, is defined as
Nl(p) = {q | qν − pν ∈ {−∆l

ν , 0, ∆l
ν} ∀ν}. The slice with lowest ED at the final

level is chosen as the matched slice, IM . To improve the result, the search is
initialized with a set of slices as proposed in [20]. After each level, the k-best
results are chosen to be the initial slices for the next level.

Algorithm 1 Chamfer matching of implant boundaries of V and IH

Input: Id: Euclidean distance transformation of implant contour in IH

V C : segmented implant boundary in the 3D SRµCT volume
Output: IM : Matched 2D slice
Parameters: nl: number of levels, n0

i number of iterations in level 0
∆0: initial step sizes for the transformation parameters
fCM : step size decline factor ∈ [0, 1]
P0: vector of k0 initial parameters for level 0

1. for all l = 1, 2, . . . , nl do
keep the kl-best results in Pl

for all p ∈ Pl do
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , ni do

p′ = arg min
p′∈Nl(p)

ED(T (V C , p′), Id)

if p′ = p then ni = i, break
else p = p′

insert p in Pl+1

∆l+1 = ∆l · fCM , nl+1
i = nl

i ·
1

fCM

if kl ≥ 2 then kl+1 = kl/4
3. IM = T (V C , p)
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In the mid-implant region, the distance between two center of thread crests
is approximately 0.4 mm, which corresponds to about 35 pixels in the full scale
SRµCT volume. As it takes 360 degrees of rotation about the implant symmetry
axis (ISA) to travel from one thread crest center to another, the implant can
rotate up to 10 degrees about ISA before the implant-edge is shifted one pixel.
This means that a registration based on implant-matching only may match the
implant to one of several slices with minimum ED. Hence, the matched slice
must be somewhat rotated about ISA in both directions in order to find the
most similar slice, IV . As the edge distance will be roughly the same for small
rotations, the bone region information needs to be taken into account to deter-
mine the rotation. This is done by measuring the NMI (described in 4.1) for IM

rotated ±20◦ in ∆r steps about ISA. The IM with the rotation about ISA which
yields the highest NMI is selected as IV .

The ISA-vector is calculated by a Principal Component Analysis; each voxel
of the segmented implant is considered a data point and its coordinate (x, y, z)
is saved in a matrix M . The principal axis where the variance of the segmented
implant is largest is computed as the normalized eigenvector with the highest
corresponding eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of M .

4.3 Simulated Annealing

SA is a heuristic optimization algorithm which mimics the physical act of anneal-
ing. This implementation of SA (see Alg. 2), as used for registration, starts with
initial temperature, T0. As the annealing proceeds, the temperature is reduced
at each iteration step and a candidate slice with transformation parameters p is
extracted randomly from a neighborhood, defined by
Nl,T (p) = {q | −

√

T/T0 ·∆
l
ν ≤ qν − pν ≤

√

T/T0 ·∆
l
ν ∀ν ∈ {x, y, z, φ, θ, γ}},

where T is the current temperature. The similarity between the candidate slice
and IH is measured using NMI. The candidate slice is accepted depending on
a probability function. The higher the temperature, the higher the probability
that a less similar state is accepted. After each step the temperature is decreased
by temperature decline factor fT . When the final temperature Te is reached, the
annealing stops and the candidate slice with the highest NMI is selected as the
registered slice. Analogously to the CM-approach, a pseudo hierarchical struc-
ture is implemented; nl re-annealings are performed and at each level, l, the
resolution is kept constant but the ∆l

ν is decreased with a factor fSA.

5 Evaluation

As no ground truth exists for the studied data set, the evaluation and verifi-
cation of the methods are made complicated. Our approach is to evaluate the
methods on monomodal data where a ground truth can be created; a slice with
known transformation parameters, I⋆

V , is extracted and registered with V using
the presented methods. The distance between the retrieved slice, I ′V , and I⋆

V ,
denoted D, is considered the registration error which gives an indication on how
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Algorithm 2 Registration using Simulated Annealing

Input: IH : 2D histological image
V : 3D SRµCT volume

Output: IV : registered 2D SRµCT slice
Parameters: p0: initial parameters, ∆0: initial step range, fSA: step decline factor

T0: initial temperature, Te: final temperature, fT : temp decline factor
nl: number of levels

1. P = ∅, p = p0

2. for all l = 1, 2, . . . , nl

T = T0/l
repeat until T ≤ Te/l

random p′ ∈ Nl,T (p)
∆NMI = NMI(T (V, p′), IH) − NMI(T (V, p), IH)

if e∆NMI/T > random q ∈ U(0, 1)
then p = p′, add p to P

T = T · fT

∆l+1 = fSA ·∆l

3. IV = T (V, p∗), where p∗ = arg min
p∗∈P

NMI(T (V, p∗), IH)

well the registration performs. D is calculated as
D = 1

4

∑4

j=1
|(x⋆

j y⋆
j z⋆

j )T − (x′

j y′

j z′j)
T |, where x⋆

j , y⋆
j , z⋆

j denote the coordinates
of the corner j of the extracted slice and analogously x′

j , y′

j, z′j are the corner
coordinates of I ′V . The distance is calculated on volumes with normalized dimen-
sions 1×1×1. To stress the registration, we also add Gaussian noise of different
reasonable magnitudes to V and I⋆

V prior to the segmentation step.

6 Results

The parameters for the CM-approach are chosen as: P0 = (0, 0, pz, pφ, pθ, 0)
where pθ = {−90◦, 0◦, 90◦, 180◦}, pφ = {−15◦, 15◦}, pz = {−15, 15},
∆0

x = ∆0
y = ∆0

z = 2, ∆0

φ = ∆0
γ = 2.5, ∆0

θ = 8◦, nl = 6, n0

i = 20, fCM = 0.5 and
∆r = 0.125. As for the SA-approach, p0 was set to a random transformation,
nl = 3, T0 = 0.001, Te = 0.00002, fT = 0.997 and fSA = 0.5, ∆0

ν is set to 1

32
of

the dimension for ν = {x, y, z} and ∆0

θ = 22.5◦, ∆0

φ = ∆0
γ = 3◦. These settings

are adjusted to achieve a good trade-off between speed and performance, as well
as somewhat similar time consumption for the two approaches. The SA-approach
is also evaluated with a slower cooling, fT = 0.9997.

The result of the evaluation is summarized in Table 1. Both the presented
methods may get stuck in a local optimum, which can be far away from a correct
match. If D > 5% we classify that registration as failed and exclude it from the
listed averages. The resulting images of registration of six volumes with corre-
sponding 2D histological images are shown in Fig. 2.
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(a) (b) NMI= 1.079
ED=1.693

(c) NMI= 1.078
ED=1.157

(d) (e) NMI= 1.100
ED=1.787

(f) NMI= 1.088
ED=1.150

(g) (h) NMI= 1.058
ED=3.791

(i) NMI= 1.071
ED=1.081

(j) (k) NMI= 1.103
ED=1.628

(l) NMI= 1.087
ED=1.263

(m) (n) NMI= 1.094
ED=3.269

(o) NMI= 1.070
ED=5.907

Fig. 2. Histological sections (left). Registered slices using the SA-approach (middle)
and the CM-approach (right), given similar time constraints (fT = 0.997). Implant in
(m) has been damaged during the cutting process
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Table 1. Averages for successful registrations over 24 slices and percent failed registra-
tions. Zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance σ is added. Average time consumption,
t̄, per registration is measured for a 256×256×256 volume on a 3.6GHz Intel Xeon

CPU (6 GB RAM) and an nVidia Quadro FX 570 graphics card

σ = 0 σ = 0.01 σ = 0.05 t̄

Appr. D NMI ED Fail D NMI ED Fail D NMI ED Fail (min)

CM 0.60% 1.332 0.74 4.2% 0.58% 1.118 0.79 8.3% 1.64% 1.088 1.05 16.7% 4.3
SA 0.27% 1.421 0.94 33.3% 0.40% 1.121 0.97 62.5% 0.58% 1.090 1.09 79.2% 4.3
SA† 0.18% 1.480 0.91 25.0% 0.31% 1.122 0.92 66.7% 0.49% 1.089 1.12 83.3% 30.3
†: Slower cooling scheme is applied (fT = 0.9997)

7 Summary and Conclusions

Two rigid-body 2D–3D intermodal GPU-accelerated registration methods for
3D SRµCT volumes and 2D histological sections of implants are presented and
evaluated.

The evaluation shows that the CM-approach is more robust; it has higher
success rate than the SA-approach on monomodal data, given similar time con-
straints. However, when the SA-approach does find a correct match, it provides
higher precision. The CM-approach is, in contrast to SA, deterministic; for a
given input it always provides the same output, which is of great value in that
it provides reproducibility of results. On the other hand, CM requires a seg-
mentation of the images and is hence recommended for registration tasks where
segmentation is easily carried out.

A visual examination of the results confirms the robustness of the CM-
approach. The registered images by the CM-approach correspond well to the
respective histological section, except where the implant has been damaged dur-
ing the cutting process (one such example is shown in Fig. 2m). The SA-approach
shows to be more unreliable. Comparing Figs. 2k and 2l hints on a discrepancy
between visual impression and the NMI-measure, indicating that using NMI
alone may not be the best option.

Future Work

Preliminary studies indicate that the CM-approach can be improved by distance
transforming the implant boundary of the volume instead of the histological
image. This would possibly improve the results for images of damaged implants
but increases the computational load.

Future work involves segmentation of the bone regions of the SRµCT data
and quantification of the bone tissue of the 3D-volumes and comparison of these
with manually obtained quantifications of the histological data.
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